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George Kreis Celebrates 50 Years!
Started with Creamer as Part Timer in 1968
By Robert A. Flock

L

ittle did he know he would become such a long tenured
employee when he started with J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc.
way back in 1968. George Kreis has the distinct honor of being
the first employee outside the immediate
family to reach the Golden Milestone. And
what a career he has had.

When you discuss his career with him George will be sure to tell
you of his mentors. First, was Fletch Creamer Sr. who encouraged
him to get an education and experience all aspects of the business.
Others who influenced him were friends
and fellow employees, Sal DeCocco, Scott
Poole and Tony Cammarata.

George started as a part time employee at the
Whiteman Street shop while attending Fort
Lee High School and SUNY Delhi where he
received his AAS in building construction.
He became a full-time employee in 1971 and
worked his way up to purchasing agent in 1979.
He worked as a foreman in the in between
years and held a teamster’s union book.

George was a volunteer fireman for twentyfive years serving both in Fort Lee, as Chief
from 1979 through 1981, and Woodcliff
Lake, New Jersey.

There has always been an extremely close
bond between the Creamer Family and
George. On his 50th anniversary, and in
appreciation of his contributions over
George went back to the field in 1980 as a
the years, the Company celebrated with
Glenn Creamer, George Kreis,
superintendent until becoming Operations
a cocktail /dinner party in April. Invited
Fletch Creamer Jr., Dale Creamer
Manager in 1987. He technically became
guests including George’s family, business
the Vice President of Operations since 1992.
acquaintances and Creamer employees gathered to reminisce and
celebrate the career of their good friend.
But more importantly he has been a major force behind any
innovations needed to sustain the New Jersey based contractor for
There is no false facade with George Kreis. What you see is what you
decades. George has a special trait for solving equipment problems
get. A man who lives for the business and for the Company. Make no
or producing an idea for a special endeavor. If there is a need for a
mistake, he is a company man but he always finds time for his wife
solution. George has been the go to guy.
Denise and two children George and Lauren.
For many years George handled the equipment purchasing and
distribution and rode heard on the ever-growing fleet. He still sits in
on many meetings to offer a possible cost saving idea.

There are not many in the construction business like George Kreis.
We at Creamer are very pleased he has been with the company for 50
years and delighted to have had the opportunity to work with him.

As we continue to celebrate our ninety-fifth anniversary in 2018 we are forever grateful
to our many clients for having confidence in us for all these years.
Thank you to the thousands of employees that have worked with us.
With you we have become a national contractor ranked as an ENR Top 400 Contractor every year since 1988.
We have become the premier utility contractor in New Jersey and our business has grown to include numerous specialty markets.
You all have contributed to 95 years of success!
We are so very appreciative.
Committed to Safety

The Creamer Family

Committed to Reaching 100 Years
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Pride of Ownership

By Andrew Wood
Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
For the past 95 years, J. Fletcher
Creamer & Son, Inc. has been the
pride and joy of the Creamer Family.
Under their leadership the Company
has grown into one of the nation’s
leading self-performing infrastructure
construction companies. Engineering
News Record (ENR) has ranked J.
Fletcher Creamer & Son Inc. as a
Top 400 Contractor every year since
1988. The Company has worked in
39 states throughout the country
and has grown by over 700% over
the last twenty years. The Creamer
Andrew Wood
Family dedicated their lives and
their personal reputation to this business. This enormous pride of
ownership by the Creamer’s has made J. Fletcher Creamer & Son the
successful company it is today.
With the sale of the Company to APi Group, Inc. in 2016, the
Creamers passed on this opportunity of ownership to its many
dedicated employees. The pride of ownership displayed by the
Creamers for so many years is now shared with the nearly 300 nonunion employees of J. Fletcher Creamer & Son through the APiG
Employee Stock Ownership Program (ESOP). The ESOP participation
commenced for year-end 2017 with all qualified employees receiving
their first shares of APiG stock and associated dividends. With
this, the employees of J. Fletcher Creamer & Son officially became
Employee-Owners.

over multiple time periods have consistently documented higher sales
growth, employment growth, and productivity growth with companies
after implementing an ESOP relative to their pre-ESOP performance.
What does this mean for our clients and Employee-Owners? It means
the best is yet to come. Our clients should expect even better service
from our team of Employee-Owners at J. Fletcher Creamer & Son.
Our Employee-Owners should expect greater participation in the daily
operation of the Company. We all should expect further improved
safety performance and productivity as our Employee-Owners more
confidently share and implement their ideas and expertise.
We look forward to our new structure as an Employee-Owned
company and most importantly we look forward to serving our clients
as Employee-Owners with ever improving products, service, and
solutions. I thank all my fellow Employee-Owners for being part of
the team and thank all of our clients for the business opportunities
provided to J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc.
_________________________________________________
1
Harvard Business Review, Journal of Employee Ownership Law and
Finance, National Bureau of Economic Research, National Center for
Employee Ownership, American Finance Association.

Ownership stimulates pride. Pride generates success. Expanding
ownership to employees and giving them a personal stake in the
company effects outcomes. Various published studies1 conducted

Safety

By John Papandrea
As part of our corporate efforts to be prepared for any emergency J. Fletcher
Creamer & Son, Inc. (Creamer) enrolled a number of our safety professionals
in a three-day course in Maryland. The CPR/AED/First Aid Trainer course
was sponsored by the National Safety Council that qualifies those employees/
graduates as instructors.
The Company now has the ability to better control and schedule training
with internal resources and confirms we have employees that are trained and
prepared. The Company also made a significant investment in the purchasing
of adult and infant mannequins used for the CPR/AED training.
Since the CPR / AED training began several months ago we have had close to 400
field employees attend the class at the Creamer Leadership & Training Center in
Wall, New Jersey. Training is taught by the facility instructor Michael Liguori.
As the training continues it will include personnel from each of the
company offices.
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Bridge Constructed in North Arlington

Hartz Mountain Industries Infrastructure Project

By: Nelson Stone

By Marty Downs

Porete Avenue Realigned

Estimator: Mike Rose
Project Manager: Nelson Stone
Project Superintendents: Drew Terpenning, Lon Burd
Project Engineer: Sergio Silva
Foremen: Barry Copin, Charlie Dzubera, Joaquin Carvalho,
Frank D’Agostino, Julio Resende, Claudio Ribau

In February of 2017, CreamerSanzari, Joint Venture (CSJV)
was awarded a contract from RC
Andersen, LLC to connect the
newly relocated Porete Avenue to
Route 7 in North Arlington, New
Jersey. The new bridge was part
of an overall upgrade to the area
to facilitate the activity of a new
FedEx Freight distribution center.

Utility and roadway relocation, Weehawken, NJ
Project Manager: Marisa Kooistra
Project Superintendent: Todd Doviak
Project Engineer: Douglas Doolittle Jr.
Foremen: Antonio Borges, Jose S. Rodrigues
Estimator: Mike Rose

J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc. (Creamer) was contracted by Hartz
Mountain Industries in September 2017 to relocate over 1,000 lf
of 24” water main, storm drainage, sanitary sewers, gas mains and
electric duct banks. This relocation of utilities along with the new
alignment of the existing Harbor Boulevard was required to allow
for new residential condominiums to be built adjacent to the Hudson
River in Weehawken, New Jersey.

The project included the
relocation of a 36” diameter
watermain, construction of a
bridge supported on timber piles,
a new traffic signal, along with
associated curbs, paving and
guide rail.
After mobilizing in late August 2017, the first task was to relocate a
36” diameter watermain. Poor ground conditions forced the designer
to include pile supports for the pipeline. Piles were driven and
concrete cradles poured to accept the 54” steel casing, which was
installed in the footprint of the new structure. The new 36” ductile
iron water man was installed in the sleeve.
To minimize the duration of the watermain shutdown CSJV used
precast saddles for the pile caps. Immediately after the piles were
driven the precast saddles were installed and grouted in place.
The section of new waterline was set on the saddles, tested and
chlorinated prior to restoring service.
After the watermain relocation was complete crews began driving
piles for the bridge abutments. To condense the overall project
schedule both abutments were installed simultaneously.
The superstructure was constructed utilizing box beams followed by
the concrete deck. The deck pour was completed in early December
prior to the approaching cold weather.
While the bridge
was being
constructed, the
work on Route 7,
which included new
curbs, sidewalks and
a new traffic signal
was finished. The
new intersection at
Porete Avenue and
Route 7 was opened
in early 2018.

Three-way electric manhole ready for placement.

There were several obstacles crews had to overcome including
working alongside and sharing the site with the building contractors,
maintaining well points to control ground water and working
during a harsh winter on the Hudson River. Other major challenges
included conflicts with existing utilities and other abandoned and
unknown buried structures and removing underground storage
tanks when located. It is not unusual to find many buried surprises
along the waterfront. Having worked along this area for many years
Creamer expected some unknowns but not nearly as many as were
encountered on this project.
As with most clients, the project schedule was of the utmost
importance. While it was extremely challenging to maintain the
project schedule amid all the complexities mentioned above, Creamer
leveraged their resources to ensure the schedule commitments were
met. Our relationships with the various utility companies involved
was very helpful. As an authorized, pre-approved contractor for most
utility companies, we worked hand in hand with the utility companies
to develop fast track solutions to field conflicts that arose on an
almost daily basis.
With the Creamer team working together with the Hartz Mountain
people this, at times very frustrating, project was completed in the
shortest time possible.

Water line in steel casing with box beams being set.

All available work has been completed and Creamer will return for
some additional utility work in the Summer of 2018.
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Creamer Crosses Newark Bay for PSE&G
Directional Drilling Project Complete
By Dale Veselsky
Estimator: Terrell Maroney
Project Manager: Marty Downs
Project Superintendent: Christopher Stumpf
Project Engineer: Dale Veselsky
Foremen: Eusebio Correia, Chris Ferise, Peter Mullikin, Josh Vanauken, Jason Miller, Joe Barroqueiro, Pedro Cunha

J. Fletcher Creamer &
Son, Inc. (Creamer) was
awarded a horizontal
directional drill (HDD)
project by Public
Service Electric and Gas
(PSE&G) as a part of the
345kV Bergen-Linden
Corridor Project (BLC).
This HDD connected
the two circuits between
the cities of Bayonne
and Elizabeth, New
Jersey. Partners in
the project included
Kemsco Construction
and Southeast
Directional Drilling.
The design-build
project included site
36" casing during pull back.
preparation on both
sides of the Newark Bay and the installation of twin 36” steel carrier
casing housing 14 HDPE conduits. The lengths of the parallel casings
would be 6,600 lf each.
Site preparation began on the Elizabeth site in October of 2016.
Construction at the Bayonne site
followed suit shortly thereafter
in November 2016. In Elizabeth,
Creamer constructed a stable work
platform for the drill equipment
by placing over 1,700 timber mats
across the wet site.

was installed on a 10-degree batter in 40ft sections. In total we
installed approximately 1000 lf of 54” casing across the four entry/
exit locations.
Once all four 54” casings were installed, crews moved onto one of
the more crucial aspects of the project, the pilot hole. The pilot hole
is the first bore hole that connected the Elizabeth and Bayonne sides
together. This process was completed utilizing the “intersect method”
which means that holes were drilled concurrently from each side
with the intent of intersecting in a predetermined zone towards the
middle of the crossing. This process is done by using state of the art
gyros. These gyros guided our 13.5” tri-cone bit utilizing azimuth
and angle of inclination readings taken at every joint (+/- 31 ft.).
After months of drilling, intersections were made for both drill paths
within tolerance and on schedule. With this phase complete and
a 13.5” hole opened from Elizabeth to Bayonne, it became time to
move onto the reaming phase.
In total three ream passes were performed per drill path. The first was
28” followed by a 38” and finally a 48’ ream pass. All the reamers were
custom built by SEDD in their fabrication shop in Arizona. Cutting
times varied, but for a point a reference, each reamer lasted for roughly
90 hours of cutting before they were taken out of service and replaced.
Each ream pass extended for roughly 55 working days, making the
total process about six months. During this time rock cuttings were
being produced continually and needed to be hauled off to a disposal
facility. During the pilot hole and ream passes, Creamer hauled away
over 15,000 tons of cuttings.

Southeast Directional Drilling
(SEDD), mobilized on site in
November of 2016 with the first of
four drill rigs. The plan for drilling
included four drills, two on each
side, working simultaneously and
meeting at a predesignated location
under the bay.
Exchanging steel rods.

As part of our design, we installed a
54” secondary casing to competent ground prior to production
drilling. This was done to mitigate the risks associated with drilling
through unstable soils prior to embedment in the rock. This
process necessitated the use of a Grondoram hammer capable of
applying up to 3 million pounds of force per blow. The casing itself
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Creamer worked with our certified
welding inspectors to develop a
welding procedure that would be
robust enough to withstand the
harsh winter elements out in the
field, while also complying with
a very strict specification. The
welding operation required 192
welds to pre-assemble the 13,200
lf of 36” steel casing. Each piece of
casing weighed seven tons and was
sixty feet long. Site constraints on
the Bayonne side limited the length
of the strings we could preassemble to 540 ft.

In an effort to expedite the conduit pullback process, Creamer preassemble the HDPE conduits into 750 lf strings on the Elizabeth site.
Pipes were fused together onsite, encompassing over 1000 fusions
during the pre-assembly phase. Crews finished all the pre-assembly of
both the steel and the HDPE in July 2017.

Once the reaming phase was complete, SEDD performed a mud
pass. The mud pass consisted of running two 48” reamers, back to
back, to cleanup any old mud sitting on the bottom of the borehole.
Because drill mud (bentonite clay and water) can lose its carrying
capabilities if it sits too long, crews performed this ‘proofing’ of the
hole prior to pipe pull.
Upon completion of the mud passes on both crossings, the steel
pullback operation commenced. The steel pullback operation required
a 24-hour operation to ensure it was completed on schedule. Four
100-ton cranes with roller cradles were used during the operation to
support roughly 127,000 lbs. of steel, 40 ft. in the air as the casing was
fed into the bore hole.
A very important part of this operation was jobsite
communication. The operators and foremen on the Elizabeth side
were in direct communication with their Creamer counterparts
on the Bayonne side. All four crane operators were linked into the
communications network.

and 4 @ 4 inch.
To ensure
the conduit
bundle stayed
together and
did not deflect,
crews installed
2-piece bore
spacers every
Hydraulic pipe aligner
5 feet. The
installation of
the conduit bundle required an enormous amount of pre-planning.
A large labor force was required to keep the assembly line moving.
The conduit bundle pullback lasted roughly 2 weeks total for both
crossings. The pull head used for the conduit pullback was specifically
designed to allow water to flow through it and into the conduits. This
was critical as conduits needed to be filled with water during the
pullback to ensure neutral buoyancy and minimize pulling stresses.
Proofing the HDPE to confirm the conduits’
roundness after the pullback was the next task. The
pull head that we used for the conduit pullback
allowed water to flow through the conduits to ensure
neutral buoyancy and this presented a unique
challenge of needing to replace the water with air.
Crews utilized water instead of air to blow our pig
across. To be sure we stayed on schedule we put our
mandrel on the back end of our pig, that way, we
were proofing and installing the mule tape all at the
same time.
When proofing was complete we moved onto the
next stage which was the grouting of the annular
space between the conduit bundle and steel casing.
The grouting operation was done in four phases, two
pours from each side, per crossing.

Conduit bundle with spacers and banding during insertion.

The pullback operation also displaced roughly 500,000 gallons of mud
per crossing. Controlling this flow and processing this mud into dry
cuttings created 7,000 tons of dirt/rock. Large centrifuges, along with
polymers and coagulants were used to separate the water from the
cuttings. This process created non-potable water and dry cuttings,
both of which could be disposed of separately.
Once the steel casing pullback was completed on both circuits, crews
proofed the steel to ensure it wasn’t damaged during installation. A
mandrel was pulled through the each of the two steel casings prior to
initiation of the conduit bundle pullback. Having proofed out okay
crews moved onto the conduit pullback phase of the project.
Each conduit bundle consisted of 4 @ 10 inch, 2 @ 3 inch, 1 @ 5 inch,

		Project Quantities
• 13,200 LF of 36” Steel Casing
• 2,640 Bore Spacers
• 53,600 LF of 10” HDPE
• 14,850 LF of 5” HDPE
• 21,000 LF of 4” HDPE
• 27,720 LF of 3” HDPE
Once the grouting operation was completed, two vaults were installed
on each side of the crossing. The vaults were 52’x12’x10’ and weighed
forty tons each.
Each of the manholes was placed on a mud mat that consisted of
a 6,000-psi high early self-consolidating concrete. The vaults in
Elizabeth were placed on top of a pile supported foundation consisting
of 24 helical piles per manhole. When the vaults were complete crews
connected the conduit from the HDD to the land conduits. After final
proofing, PSE&G’s cable pulling and splicing contractor successfully
pulled cable through the entire HDD and land conduits.
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Bring Your Children to Work Day
By Christopher Schubert

Bring your Children to Work Day was held at various J. Fletcher Creamer
& Son, Inc. (Creamer) facilities on Thursday April 26, 2018 with roughly 40
children in attendance. The day was filled with fun, learning, smiles, and the
creation of new friendships.
After breakfast, a safety briefing was held followed by a discussion on the
types of work performed at Creamer. The morning hours were filled with
activities that included arts & crafts, building bridges out of popsicle sticks,
creating a cardboard city, locating buried utilities and a photo op with a piece
of equipment.
After lunch, time
was spent with
mom or dad to see
what their daily
responsibilities
include. The day concluded with an ice cream treat. All the young guests went home with
Creamer branded items, including a hard hat and safety vest.
A big thank you goes out to all those that offered their time during the planning, set up
and execution of the day’s events. We look forward to another great day next year!

Ground Breaking for
Transmission Line

Middlesex Water project gets started
By Robert A. Flock
Middlesex Water Company kicked off their
Western Transmission Main project in the towns
of Edison and Metuchen, New Jersey with a
ceremony on May 10, 2018. This is a major
undertaking that includes 4.5 miles of 42-inch
ductile iron pipe.

Official Opening of Atlantic City Boardwalk

The total value of the three contracts is $52 million.

May 25, 2018

The US Army Corps of Engineers
and the City of Atlantic City
welcomed a crowd to the official
opening of the new section of the
structure that is along the Absecon
Inlet. The reconstructed boardwalk,
built by J. Fletcher Creamer & Son,
Inc., is 1776 lf long and included
concrete piles and pile caps, steel
sheet pile, the boardwalk structure
including railings and access
ramps and finally a rip rap seawall
containing 99,000 tons of large
jetty stone.

Chuck Bycroft, Rick DeNicola, Jason Newman, Larry Nicastro

Creamer team: Jim Reid, Mike Pomykacz, Chris
Baker, Andrew Puk, Fred Wussow

Mayor Frank Gilliam excitedly spoke of the ‘rebirth of the inlet area that has been
dormant for many years’ because of the collapsed and damaged structure.
He was joined by other local and Corp of Engineers officials and New Jersey
Congressman Frank LoBiondo.
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The ceremony took place at the Carl J. Olsen
Water Treatment facility where the new pipeline
will eventually connect. Attending were
Middlesex Water Company executives, members
of the New Jersey Bureau of Public Utilities and
other County and City representatives.
J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc. was awarded
one of the three contracts. The Creamer project
includes 4,850 lf of 42-inch pipe through the town
of Edison and is just getting underway.

Pipeline Rehabilitation Project Underway
Cement mortar lining for York Water Company
By Adam Wielepski
Estimator: Dave Koger
Project Manager: Adam Wielepski
Project Superintendent: Al Heimbach
Project Engineer: Rebekah Rohrbaugh
Foreman: Chris Schroeder

In 2017, J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc. (Creamer) entered into a three-year contract with The York Water Company for cleaning and cement mortar
lining of water mains in Spring Garden Township, PA. The contract guarantees a minimum of 12,000 lf of water mains to be cleaned and lined each
year. In 2017, Creamer cleaned and lined in two separate locations for a total of 13,957 lf of main rehabilitation. Currently the plan includes 16,000 lf
of water main rehabilitation in 2018.
The cleaning and cement mortar ling process is a way to, not only remove the tuberculation that builds up in non-lined pipes which causes flow issues
and discoloration but it also creates a smooth surface to reduce future buildup of tuberculation. The thin layer of cement mortar lining that is applied
eliminates flow issues in pipeline that are structurally sound.
Temporary by pass was installed to supply water to the affected homes while the existing main is rehabilitated. Once all residents were connected to
the temporary bypass, crews began the process of excavating access pits followed by scraping the pipelines clean.
Per York Water requirements, a licensed plumber must make the house connections to the temporary bypass. The water service meters are located
inside the homes, requiring careful scheduling with homeowners for crews to enter the homes and make the required connections.
Work for the 2018 rehabilitation began in April, and is scheduled to be completed in October.

Guide Rail & Attenuator Repair / Maintenance
NJDOT North Region Contract Ongoing
By Christi Isovski
Estimator: Bob Scheetz
Project Manager: Christi Isovski
Superintendents: Dan Oliveira, John Ordecki
Project Engineers: Ibrahim Janajreh, Lance Gomes
Safety: Kasey Dienes, Perry Kasturas
Foremen: Christopher Cruz, Jonathan Bermudez

J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc.(Creamer) was awarded the New Jersey
Department of Transportation (NJDOT) North Region Beam Guide Rail &
Attenuator Repair Maintenance in May of 2017. Creamer is currently under
contract through April of 2019.
Guide rails and attenuators are installed to provide a means of maintaining
the vehicles in the roadway and away from potential hazards, traffic and/or
property. The Beam Guide Rail & Attenuator Repair Maintenance contract
consists of repairing damaged rail along NJDOT roadways. This can mean an Interstate highway or a rural State roadway. The project includes NJDOT
roadways within Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Morris, Passaic, Sussex, Union and Warren Counties.
When emergency situations requiring immediate repairs arise, Creamer crews must be able to respond and make the repairs as timely and as safely as
possible. This includes being able to respond 24 hours, 7 days a week.
Currently, Creamer has two guide rail crews dedicated to this project to perform the repairs. The work requires performing maintenance and protection
of traffic on active roadways that must comply with the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and NJDOT Standard Roadway
Construction/Traffic Control specifications.
Road closures are dictated by the NJDOT. Work may be day and/or night depending on the location. When required, the New Jersey State Police
provide additional support.
Under the previous maintenance contract, Creamer has repaired approximately 60,000 lf of guide rail, over 300 end treatments, 200 hours on
attenuator repairs and have responded to 20 emergencies.
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JCP&L Utilizes Creamer Forces

Winter Storms Require Outside Assistance
By Andrew Lenard

Project Manager: Andrew Lenard
Estimator: Ted Paliwoda
Superintendents: Joe Campos, James McNally
Project Engineers: Kevin O’Grady, Cody Turner
Project Administrator: Lynne Gaspari
Foremen:Chris Millspaugh, Felix Cordero Jr., Fernando Lima, Henry Vega, Melvin Mendez, Mike Monteiro, Pat Benson,
Severino Fernandes, Tony Marques, Tony Mota, Tony Sousa, Vinny Herrero

Two early March nor’easters, brought severe wind and snowfall
resulting in a high number of power outages in Northwestern New
Jersey. Jersey Central Power & Light (JCP&L) requested assistance
from J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc.(Creamer) to clear and remove
downed poles, wires, cross arms, and other
storm debris. The effort from J. Fletcher
Creamer allowed the JCP&L workforce to
focus on restoring power to the affected areas.
Beginning on Sunday, March 11th and
continuing through the date of publication,
Creamer has responded to over 350
different work locations. The sites
included areas of Hunterdon, Sussex,
Union, and Warren Counties.

The first action includes
a visit to each site to
determine what had to
be done and schedule the
appropriate crews and
equipment. Work included cutting old poles into manageable pieces,
coiling wire and strands, securing transformers and placing them in
containment bags for transport. The debris would then be transported
to a JCP&L staging facility where crews would sort into specific
dumpsters for disposal.
A lot of coordination goes into this type of work. Field crews
supported by the various yards make this a seamless operation.
While this is not typically in our work model it is another case where
Creamer was there for a client when they called.

J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc.
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4806 Route 33
Wall, NJ 07753
908-986-5730

6720 Ammendale Road (New Location)

